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An exciting and intriguing, action-packed psychological thriller.Book 1 A series of motiveless murders, seemingly unconnected,
mystify police forces across many countries. There appears to be nothing in common with any of the victims, except the method of
killing them. The Police, and other law enforcement agencies who have been working with them, are completely baffled. Their
investigations are going nowhere. Finally. On the recommendations of SEID. One of their operatives has been co-opted to assist
when investigations into what have now become seven killings to date have ground to a halt. Micky Sanderson had joined SEID
three years earlier, after being fast-tracked for the position within the division by his mentor. Although he has only been with the
division for a relatively short time, he is nevertheless special, as he has talents that would place him as an outcast if the public
knew of them. Micky is set to work with Charlie, a plain clothes operative from the UK Police force. Later, they find out there is a
connection between some of the murders. Three of the victims were just small fry in the scheme of things. But the other four could
be significant. And their deaths probably the work of a little-known Assassination Guild. Now, everything seemingly links to a top
secret agreement between five currently un-named countries, who are cooperating in a massive project. Micky soon finds that he's
become an assassin's target himself when he realises that someone or something has scanned him. This shocks him, knowing
that he isn't the only one with this special ability. He isn't alone, and he has no idea where the scan came from. Someone is
playing him. Someone who has his abilities but is way more advanced technologically. Now, he needs to use all of his abilities to
just stay alive, let alone solve the murders, and the mystery surrounding the eventual aim of the assassin. Somehow, he has to outplay him. There must be an end goal, he thinks. But what? In the twists and turns of this novel, the expected becomes the
unexpected, and the unexpected starts to frighten Micky at the thought of what he might uncover. In this action-packed story, we
see increasing tensions, with devastating consequences as the assassin gets closer to his achieving his goal. Micky has a plan. A
dangerous one. And, if it fails, then Washington State could be covered with radioactive ash that would see the population
evacuated, and the State abandoned for thousands of years.
The truth won't set me free--but it will probably get me killed ... As Gin Blanco, aka the assassin the Spider, I'm used to having a
target on my back. But ever since I started investigating the secret society known as the Circle, that target seems bigger than ever.
Still, I'm trying to relax and enjoy the events leading up to my friends' wedding when I learn that an old enemy has returned to
Ashland. And that's the just beginning of my latest nightmare. Soon, I have Circle goons watching my every move, but I have no
choice but to continue searching for a key piece of evidence against the evil group. The deeper I dig, the more horrifying secrets I
uncover, and the more dangerous things become for me and my friends. Just when I think I finally have a handle on things, a
shocking revelation shatters my heart and leaves me with an ugly realization--that betrayal is the sharpest sting of all ...
Eugenie de Boncoeur is growing up in Paris, unaware that her guardian has contracted her to marry the sinister spymaster known
as 'le Fantome' when she turns sixteen. She finds herself falling for the handsome lawyer, Guy Deschamps, but there is little time
for romance; France is descending into chaos as the Revolution takes hold. Soon Eugenie is fleeing for her life. Her brother
Armand has become involved in a plot to save the King from the guillotine, the mob is searching for aristocrats, and le Fantome,
the pale assassin, is on their trail - desperate for revenge.
Read the book that started it all... When an act of treason leaves Justin and his Arctic team stranded on the ice, they must fight for
survival in a deadly battle at the top of the world. Demoted and demoralized Canadian assassin Justin Hall is desperate to return
to field operations. When the agency learns about a potential enemy incursion in the Arctic, he volunteers for the mission. Tried
and tested as never before, not knowing the enemy within, he’s entangled in a devious treasonous plot… Betrayed, disarmed, and
left for dead, how will Justin save himself and his country? *Canadian Assassin, Justin Hall Book One, was previously published
as Arctic Wargame. Reviews ????? “A riveting thriller packed with a lot of action” (Larry Bond). ????? “Ethan Jones has created
an interesting story with intriguing characters and a compelling plot. It's well-paced and it's easy to get lost in this world of the
Canadian Intelligence Service.” ????? “This book was an absolute blast to read! Once I started it, I couldn't put it down.” ?????
“Canadian Assassin is a first-rate contemporary international thriller.” ????? “HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!” The Justin Hall Series
Canadian Assassin is the first novel in this best-selling series with hundreds of five-star reviews and thousands of sales and
downloads. Each book is a self-contained story without cliffhangers and can be enjoyed on its own. If you like Baldacci, Thor, or
Flynn, you’ll love Canadian Assassin. An adrenaline-drenched chilling spy thriller filled with action, suspense and betrayal. Enjoy
the book that started the Justin Hall best-selling espionage series. Scroll up and enjoy this epic adventure now! For thriller
assassinations conspiracies crime espionage military political psychological technothrillers terrorism suspense Arctic spy
international intrigue adrenaline blood war action spies shooting revenge hostage ransom kidnapping security Justin Hall Carrie
O’Connor CIA secret agent agents operatives clandestine covert mission asset assets affairs Russia FSB explosion Canada fans.
Libby is a mutant, one of the top burglars and assassins in the world. For a price, she caters to executives' secret desires.
Eliminate your corporate rival? Deliver a priceless art masterpiece or necklace? Hack into another corporation's network? Libby's
your girl. Climate change met nuclear war, and humanity lost. The corporations stepped in, stripping governments of power.
Civilization didn't end, but it became less civilized. There are few rules as corporations jockey for position and control of assets and
markets. In the year 2200, the world has barely recovered the level of technology that existed before the ice melted and the
subsequent wars. The corporate elite live in their walled estates and skyscraper apartments while the majority of humanity
supplies their luxuries. On the bottom level, the mutants, the poor, and the criminals scramble every day just to survive.
Assassin. Private Investigator. Cat shifter. Books 1-4 in the action-packed Catnip Assassins urban fantasy series, together in one
volume for the very first time! Assassin, sociopath, and catnip addict, Kat, finds herself from going lone panther to surrounded by
friends and a team she can trust. Add in a bunch of enemies determined to harm those she loves, secrets from her past, and three
pesky men she can't shake, and her life is nothing short of chaos. Start the Catnip Assassins series with this handy boxed set to
find out how many body parts fit into a fridge (and how many cat puns you can hide in one sentence). This is an urban fantasy full
of cats, secrets and dead bodies. It includes a slow-burn reverse harem relationship, where Kat will find her love interests over
time. This collection includes: Meow Scratch Purrr Hisss
“You will not sleep until you are finished with AGENT ZERO. A superb job creating a set of characters who are fully developed
and very much enjoyable. The description of the action scenes transport us into a reality that is almost like sitting in a movie
theater with surround sound and 3D (it would make an incredible Hollywood movie). I can hardly wait for the sequel.” --Roberto
Mattos, Books and Movie Reviews When a mysterious ultrasonic weapon attack may be the preamble to something greater, Agent
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Zero sets off on a global manhunt to stop the ultimate devastation before it is too late. Agent Zero, trying to come up for air on the
heels of the President’s impeachment and Sarah’s close brush with danger, wants to retire from the service and try to get his
family back together. But fate has other choices for him. With the safety of the world at stake, Zero knows he must follow the call to
duty. Yet his memories are shifting, and with it, new secrets are flooding back. Tormented, at his low point, Agent Zero may be
able to save the world—but he may not be able to escape from himself. ASSASSIN ZERO (Book #7) is an un-putdownable
espionage thriller that will keep you turning pages late into the night. Book #8--DECOY ZERO--is also now available! “Thriller
writing at its best.” --Midwest Book Review (re Any Means Necessary) “One of the best thrillers I have read this year.” --Books
and Movie Reviews (re Any Means Necessary) Also available is Jack Mars’ #1 bestselling LUKE STONE THRILLER series (7
books), which begins with Any Means Necessary (Book #1), a free download with over 800 five star reviews!

A New York Times and Indie Bestseller--now in paperback! Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Red Queen, this is the
first novel in a sweeping YA fantasy-romance duet about a deadly assassin, his mysterious apprentice, and the country
they are sworn to protect from #1 NYT bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz. Caledon Holt is the kingdom's deadliest
weapon. No one alive can best him in speed, strength, or brains, which is why he's the Hearthstone Guild's most
dangerous member. Cal is also the Queen's Assassin, bound to her by magic and unable to leave her service until the
task she's set for him is fulfilled. Shadow of the Honey Glade has been training all her life to join the Guild, hoping that
one day she'll become an assassin as feared and revered as Cal. But Shadow's mother and aunts expect her to serve
the crown as a lady of the Renovian Court. When a surprise attack brings Shadow and Cal together, they're forced to
team up as assassin and apprentice. Even though Shadow's life belongs to the court and Cal's belongs to the queen,
they cannot deny their attraction to each other. But now, with war on the horizon and true love at risk, Shadow and Cal
will uncover a shocking web of lies that will change their paths forever.
Assassin's ApprenticeSpectra
????
“I inhaled this sexy, gritty, thrilling new series and I can’t wait for more!” — Lara Adrian, NYT Best-selling Author I knew
the minute I saw him that Levi Agozi was too perfect to be real. I didn't care. He came to me, asked for me, and, dazzled
by his dark good looks and the bad-boy aura surrounding him, I gave in. Willingly. My father is set to become the next
governor of Georgia, and he'll use me to get there if he has to. He'll hand me over, virginity and all, to the man with the
biggest bank account and political pull. I wanted something more. I wanted Levi. And I had him—until I woke up,
disoriented and confused, at his mercy. He’s a bad boy, all right. A sexy, deadly assassin. And I'm the pawn torn
between him and my father, two powerful men intent on destroying each other. I might not understand their war, but I do
understand one thing: no matter who wins, I lose.
What if you woke up one day with cool new assassin skills? That's what's about to happen to 16-year-old Lorna Walker,
the most unlikely heroine you're likely to meet. When a mysterious transplant donor turns up dead from a bullet wound,
social outcast Lorna gets the new heart she needs to return to live a normal life again. Little does she realise, she's just
swapped one life or death struggle for another. As if the strange memories and embarrassing new behaviours aren't
enough, she's also inherited a set of killer new skills landing her deep in trouble. Then there's the mystery object her
donor hid before he died. It's put her top of a secret kill list. And the only way to survive now, is to run. About the Truly
Deadly series With four books and counting, hold on tight for the first in an action-packed YA thriller series full of spies,
assassins and adventure. From the UK to Norway, Berlin to Alaska, the Far East to the Mexico City slums, expect a fast,
funny, over-the-top series full of action-packed entertainment. What readers are saying: "Lorna Walker is the female
Jason Bourne, but with added fun." "Funny; gritty; imaginative; gripping." "If you're into Alex rider and CHERUB . . . these
are definitely the books for you." Make the Truly Deadly series your new addiction. Recommended for age 16+. Not for
the faint-hearted. Get Truly Deadly now.
Young, beautiful and deadly. Trained as an assassin by the god of Death, Ismae is sent to the court of Brittany, where
she finds herself underprepared - not only for the games of intrigue and treason, but for the impossible choices she must
make. For how can she deliver Death's vengeance upon a target who, against her will, has stolen her heart? A
dangerous romance full of intrigue, poison and finding one's path. Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses, Red
Queen, and The Cruel Prince.
These three full-length novels are the perfect introduction to THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN SERIES--and also the
perfect stocking stuffer for the reader who loves murder, suspense, sex -- and some handy household tips THE
HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN'S HANDBOOK (Book 1) Every desperate housewife wants an alias. Donna Stone has one,
and it happens to be government-sanctions. But when terrorism hits close to home, espionage makes for strange
bedfellows -- and brings new meaning to the old adage, "Honey, I'm home..." THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN'S GUIDE
TO GRACIOUS KILLING (Book 2) On Donna's to-do list: First, exterminate a rogue operative out to assassinate the
newly elected Russian President. Next: file for divorce! THE HOUSEWIFE ASSASSIN'S KILLER CHRISTMAS TIPS
(Book 3) 'Tis the season for mistletoe...and murder! There will be no peace on Earth if Donna doesn't find a shipping
container filled with heat-seeking missiles! Always on the lookout for a great mystery, thriller, or suspense novel with fun
biting racy humor? If you enjoy Janet Evanovich, Chelsea Field, or Jana Deleon, check out all the Housewife Assassin
Mystery series books.
Riley, a teen orphan boy living in Victorian London, has had the misfortune of being apprenticed to Albert Garrick, an
illusionist who has fallen on difficult times and now uses his unique conjuring skills to gain access to victims' dwellings.
On one such escapade, Garrick brings his reluctant apprentice along and urges him to commit his first killing. Riley is
saved from having to commit the grisly act when the intended victim turns out to be a scientist from the future, part of the
FBI's Witness Anonymous Relocation Program (WARP) Riley is unwittingly transported via wormhole to modern day
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London, followed closely by Garrick. In modern London, Riley is helped by Chevron Savano, a nineteen-year-old FBI
agent sent to London as punishment after a disastrous undercover, anti-terrorist operation in Los Angeles. Together Riley
and Chevie must evade Garrick, who has been fundamentally altered by his trip through the wormhole. Garrick is now
not only evil, but he also possesses all of the scientist's knowledge. He is determined to track Riley down and use the
timekey in Chevie's possession to make his way back to Victorian London where he can literally change the world.
A debut installment featuring a next generation of Fitz and the Fool characters finds illegitimate royal and former assassin
FitzChivalry Farseer masquerading as a country squire with his beloved wife, only to be drawn back to his former life by
old allegiances.
An all-new series based on the hit video game franchise Assassin's Creed! Nothing in Owen's life has been right since
his father died in prison, accused of a crime Owen is certain he didn't commit. Monroe, the IT guy at school, might finally
bring Owen the means to clear his father's name by letting him use an Animus-a device that lets users explore genetic
memories buried within their own DNA. During a simulation, Owen comes uncovers the existence of a powerful relic long
considered a legend-the Trident of Eden. Now two secret organizations will stop at nothing to take possession of this
artifact-the Brotherhood of Assassins and the Templar Order. It becomes clear the only way to save himself is to find the
Trident first. Under the guidance of Monroe, Owen and a group of other teenagers go into a memory they all share within
their DNA: the 1863 Draft Riots in New York City. Owen and his companions will find themselves tested on the violent
streets of New York, and their experiences in the past will have far-reaching consequences in the present.
Price MacCann grew up in a family of vigilantes. Trained as an assassin, her kill rate was matched only by the Reaper
himself until she witnesses a death which hits too close to home. After a year of trying to put it all behind her and live a
nine to five life, she soon finds it may be more difficult than she realized. With her family pushing her to return to the fold,
a tall, dark and handsome stranger coming to town and a series of mysterious notes demanding her expertise, Price is
faced with the decision to define normal for herself.
After Gin’s family was murdered by a Fire elemental when she was thirteen, she lived on the streets and eventually
became an assassin to survive. Now, Gin is given an assignment by her handler to rub out an Ashland businessman, but
it turns out to be a trap. After Gin’s handler is brutally murdered, she teams up with the sexy detective investigating the
case to figure out who double-crossed her and why. Only one thing is for sure —Gin has no qualms about killing her way
to the top of the conspiracy.
Assassin Territory – Book 1 After the demise of her parents, Christy’s boyfriend turns on her, causing her to suffer
through an abusive relationship, until she flees. Battered, she wants only to disappear off the face of the earth. You
should be careful what you wish for. After the single-engine plane she boards is thrown off course and crashes into the
middle of nowhere, killing all but one of the other occupants, Christy almost gets her wish. She is dismayed when she
realizes her only hope of survival is dependent on a man who appears more soulless than her ex. Lando knows Christy is
following him through the wilderness, thinking he is unaware of her presence. And telling her he is a hit man for the mafia
undoubtedly makes her wary. Life has made him hard and tough. When a violent storm forces the two into a
confrontation of wills, they battle more than the elements together in a tiny cave, safe from a raging blizzard, but not their
blazing emotions. My Assassin Lover – Book 2 “Who are you?” “Wolf.” There was no doubt in Casey’s mind this Wolf
had sharp teeth and if left alone with her she’d be eaten alive. Aboard a cruise ship and terrified of the water was bad
enough but Casey was certain the man who stalked her every move was an assassin. Becoming ship wrecked, alone,
with a man who wants her dead is beyond terrifying. Wolf is certain the woman he prowls is a killer, that’s fine, so is he.
He is positive he hunts a child murderer. What he learns when his mark captures him makes Wolf question his mission.
Either way the island is about to get hotter. Assassin Master – Book 3 What would you do for your assassin master?
Carrie is kidnapped into a life of slavery that she fights tooth and nail. She is faced with two options, submit or die.
Neither scenario is appealing. Dead, she has no life, no chance. Alive, there is hope. Whisked away into a remote area,
Carrie learns to depend on Tyr, an assassin who’s saved her life and wants her to live. Carrie has no choice but to learn
how to please a man. Her new life in bondage takes a scarier turn when an uprising throws her into the hands of
countless men. One who wants to own her, one who loves her more than life itself, and another who will risk everything
to get her back into his loving arms. Assassin Treasure – Book 4 The cold, lifeless stare of her prone boss, Tyler Darren,
makes Candy’s breath stop. The powerful assassin, gun in hand, has her heart pounding in fear as she hides under a
desk. Run, her mind screams, while her body is a block of ice. Desperation forces her into action and she flees for her
life. But there is nowhere to hide. The arms of an assassin is a dangerous place to be. Dirk is a man who kills the evil, not
the innocent. The frightened woman whose existence is in his hands makes his blood boil with want. When she’s stolen
from him, Dirk sets out to teach a killer no one steals an assassin’s treasure. Assassin Deception – Book 5 Chloe’s
father is blown up and her mother sinks into insanity, but in Chloe’s mind her family of omnipotent assassins is the safest
place to be. Until one night Chloe is attacked and spirals into blindness. Someone wants her dead, and it looks as though
it might be someone she loves. Deception meets her at every turn. Who is her real father? Who plays at pretend? Chloe
is determined to find out. She’s no wallflower and her assassin lover, Damien, has no choice but to shed his gallivanting
ways and step into a stronger role if he is going to save her. Their love is fierier than the bombs going off around them.
Only time will tell who will be left standing, after the last explosion.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Tower of Dawn
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A novice assassin is on the hunt for someone killing their own in K. A. Doore's The Perfect Assassin, a breakout high fantasy beginning the
Chronicles of Ghadid series. Divine justice is written in blood. Or so Amastan has been taught. As a new assassin in the Basbowen family,
he’s already having second thoughts about taking a life. A scarcity of contracts ends up being just what he needs. Until, unexpectedly,
Amastan finds the body of a very important drum chief. Until, impossibly, Basbowen’s finest start showing up dead, with their murderous jaan
running wild in the dusty streets of Ghadid. Until, inevitably, Amastan is ordered to solve these murders, before the family gets blamed. Every
life has its price, but when the tables are turned, Amastan must find this perfect assassin or be their next target. “The Perfect Assassin is a
thrilling fantastical mystery that had me racing through the pages.” —S. A. Chakraborty, author of The City of Brass “Full of rooftop fights,
frightening magic, and nonstop excitement and mystery, I absolutely loved it from start to finish!” — Sarah Beth Durst The Chronicles of
Ghadid #1: The Perfect Assassin #2: The Impossible Contract (coming in November 2019) #3: The Unconquered City (coming in June 2020)
'I will seek Vengeance upon those who betrayed my family. I am Ezio Auditore da Firenze. I am an Assassin...' Betrayed by the ruling families
of Italy, a young man embarks upon an epic quest for vengeance. To eradicate corruption and restore his family's honour, he will learn the art
of the assassins. Along the way, Ezio will call upon the wisdom of such great minds as Leonardo Da Vinci and Niccolo Machiavelli - knowing
that survival is bound to the skills by which he must live. To his allies, he will become a force for change - fighting for freedom and justice. To
his enemies, he will become a threat dedicated to the destruction of the tyrants abusing the people of Italy. So begins an epic story of power,
revenge and conspiracy. TRUTH WILL BE WRITTEN IN BLOOD
'Fantasy as it ought to be written' George R.R. Martin Robin Hobb returns to her best loved characters in a brand new series.
In ASSASSIN'S CODE, the fourth book in New York Times bestselling author Jonathan Maberry's Joe Ledger series, Joe Ledger and the
DMS go on a relentless chase to stop an ancient order of killers from plunging the entire world into Holy War. When Joe Ledger and Echo
Team rescue a group of American college kids held hostage in Iran, the Iranian government then asks them to help find six nuclear bombs
planted in the Mideast oil fields. These stolen WMDs will lead Joe and Echo Team into hidden vaults of forbidden knowledge, mass-murder,
betrayal, and a brotherhood of genetically-engineered killers with a thirst for blood. Accompanied by the beautiful assassin called Violin, Joe
follows a series of clues to find the Book of Shadows, which contains a horrifying truth that threatens to shatter his entire worldview. They say
the truth will set you free...not this time. The secrets of the Assassin's Code will set the world ablaze.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Scot Harvath series and “heir to Tom Clancy and Robert Ludlum” (Chicago Tribune)
returns with this unputdownable, white-knuckled thriller following the Secret Service agent as he’s on the trail of the world’s most ruthless
terrorist. After rescuing the President from kidnappers in Thor’s roaring debut, The Lions of Lucerne, Secret Service agent Scot Harvath
shifts his attentions to rooting out, capturing, or killing all those responsible for the plot. As he prepares to close out his list, a bloody and
twisted trail of clues points toward one man—the world’s most dangerous terrorist. Only one problem remains: Harvath and his CIA-led team
have no idea what the man looks like. With no alternative, they are forced to recruit a civilian—a woman who has survived a brutal hijacking
and is now the only person who can positively identify their quarry. From the burning deserts of North Africa to the winding streets of Rome,
Harvath must brave a maelstrom of bloodshed and deception before the world is engulfed in flames.
Russia - the most dangerous place on earth to be a bodyguard.
IT'S A GAME OF ASSASSIN VERSUS ASSASSIN Girton Club-foot has no family, a crippled leg, and is apprenticed to the best assassin in
the land. He's learning the art of taking lives, but his latest mission tasks him with a far more difficult challenge: to save a life. Someone is
trying to kill the heir to the throne, and it is up to Girton to uncover the traitor and prevent the prince's murder. Age of Assassins is the first in
an epic new trilogy set in a world ravaged by magic, featuring a cast of assassins, knights, ambitious noblemen, and fools.
Assassin. Private Investigator. Cat shifter. Seven books in one! The complete Catnip Assassins urban fantasy romance series, together in
one volume for the very first time! Assassin, sociopath, and catnip addict, Kat, finds herself from going lone panther to surrounded by friends
and a team she can trust. Add in a bunch of enemies determined to harm those she loves, secrets from her past, and three pesky men she
can't shake, and her life is nothing short of chaos. Read the entire Catnip Assassins series with this handy boxed set to find out how many
body parts fit into a fridge (and how many cat puns you can hide in one sentence). This is an urban fantasy full of cats, secrets and dead
bodies. It includes a slow-burn reverse harem relationship, where Kat will end up with three partners and doesn't have to choose. This
collection includes: 1. Meow 2. Scratch 3. Purrr 4. Hisss 5. Lick 6. Claw 7. Roar
In hardcover for the first time ever! A gorgeously illustrated anniversary edition of the book that launched the epic Farseer Trilogy, praised by
George R. R. Martin as "fantasy as it ought to be written," featuring a new foreword by Robin Hobb and ten full-color illustrations. Twenty-five
years ago, Robin Hobb's first novel featuring FitzChivalry Farseer and his mysterious, often maddening friend the Fool struck like a bolt of
brilliant lightning. Thus began a beloved saga spanning multiple series, full of adventure, magic, and sinister plots. To celebrate a quartercentury of wonder, this special edition of Assassin's Apprentice presents a modern classic as it's never been seen before: in hardcover, with
ten beautiful full-color illustrations by Magali Villeneuve. Young Fitz is the bastard son of the noble Prince Chivalry, raised in the shadow of
the royal court by his father's gruff stableman. He is treated as an outcast by all the royalty except the devious King Shrewd, who has him
secretly tutored in the arts of the assassin. For in Fitz's blood runs the magic Skill--and the darker knowledge of a child raised with the stable
hounds and rejected by his family. As barbarous raiders ravage the coasts, Fitz is growing to manhood. Soon he will face his first dangerous,
soul-shattering mission. And though some regard him as a threat to the throne, he may just be the key to the survival of the kingdom. Praise
for Robin Hobb and Assassin's Apprentice "Fantasy as it ought to be written . . . Robin Hobb's books are diamonds in a sea of
zircons."--George R. R. Martin "A gleaming debut in the crowded field of epic fantasies . . . a delightful take on the powers and politics behind
the throne."--Publishers Weekly "This is the kind of book you fall into, and start reading slower as you get to the end, because you don't want
it to be over."--Steven Brust
In the epic conclusion to the Farseer trilogy, FitzChivalry emerges from the grave to save the kingdom of the Six Duchies from the plundering
Prince Regal, a task requiring the most turbulent magic he can summon. Original.
BOOKS 1-3 IN THE RELUCTANT ASSASSIN SERIES
Raised by a stableman and trained in the arts of the assassin, bastard nobleman's son Fitz realizes his magical skills and finds a first test of
manhood in a band of raiders and a group of murderous nobles. Reprint. K.
"If death was only that easy. Life would be so much better!"KyreniaKyrenia Cadigan is a phoenix, a being that dies repeatedly only to come
back to life again. She lives in a world of half truths and danger. Despite her death and rebirths, Kyrenia just wants to live a normal life. She
tries to hide her true nature from both humans and other supernatural creatures. Those that find out about her tend to kill her. She is hunted.
Iovinus "Ivan" Yorkland is an Ebrilyn Assassin, a man that kills humans and supernatural creatures to feed the underworld realm of Ebrilyn.
After witnessing Kyrenia's death and rebirth centuries ago, he has become intrigued and enamored of the woman. The woman was a mystery
to him that he wants to solve.Now he wants her for his own. He'll do whatever he can to have her and protect her from her cursed
existence.Facing the challenges of death, rebirth and a Dark Lord who wants to start his own army. Can the two be together peacefully.Can
Iovinus get Kyrenia to fall in love with him? Will she be able to trust in life and love again after centuries of losing the ones she loved, or will
she die once more before then?
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